A reduced-scale compartment model was built to investigate the fire behavior in a confined compartment. Three different sizes of pool fire were involved in this study. And the fire behaviors in open space were also studied to compare with which in the confined compartment. The results shows the fire in confined space associated with larger pool exhibits a sharper growth and decrease in mass burning rate(MBR); meanwhile, a larger pool led to higher top MBR. When compare the fires in confined space with open space, the fires in open space got their top burning rate earlier, and they exhibited stronger and more frequent fluctuation. The influence brought by confined compartment on the fire was more pronounced in smaller pool fire. The processes of heat release rate (HRR) in confined compartment was also obtained.
Introduction
The fire behavior in a confined compartment was different from which in open space. The fire will be affected by the envelope structure, ventilation and etc.. In recent years, a great number of studies were carried out to study the fire behavior in confined compartment [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Previous studies shows that the fire behavior in confined compartment is extremely complicated, and the results obtained under different circumstance even seems contradictory. The results from Hugues et al. [8] shows the burning rate in confined compartment excesses the burning rate in open space. However, Sugawa et al. [9] got a contradictory conclusion from their studies which exhibited the burning rate in confined space is much less than open space.
In this study, a series of experiment were conducted to investigated fire behavior associated with different sizes of pool in confined compartment.
Experiment

Scaling rule
To relate the reduce-scale model to the full-scale, three critical non-dimensional parameters, as followings, were selected to be equal [10] .
where  is the non-dimensional parameter, L is the characteristic length, v is the characteristic velocity, g is the gravity acceleration,  is the time,  is the ambient density, Q is the heat release rate(HRR). Subscript 0 relates ambient parameter. By equaling the three non-dimensional parameters mentioned above, the parameters between reduced-scale model and full-scale are as follows: The mass loss rate of the fuel was measured by electronic scale with extra precision. The data from the electronic scale was transferred to the computer via cable. The electronic scale was covered by an iron box and the fuel pool was putted on the fireproofing material to protect the electronic scale from the damage of the fire. The cable connect the electronic scale and computer was covered by fireproofing fabric. All the fireproofing measures can be seen in Fig. 1(b) .
Analysis
Mass burning rate
Mass burning rate(MBR) is a very critical parameter to the HRR of the fire. The MBRs in confined compartment are plotted against time as shown in Fig. 2 , for three sizes of tray. The result shows the fire associated with pool of 100mm diameter exhibits a smooth growth and decrease; while, the fire associated with pool of 200mm diameter exhibits a sharp growth and decrease. The fire associated with pool of 200mm diameter got its top MBR earlier compared with the other two pools; meanwhile, its top value was much higher. In order to investigate the whole process of MBR, the average MBR was introduced, which is defined as follows: 
where  is the combustion efficiency, When compare the fires in confined space with open space, the fires in open space got their top burning rate earlier compared with which in confined compartment, and they exhibited stronger and more frequent fluctuation. The influence brought by confined compartment on the fire was more pronounced in smaller pool fire.
As for three cases, the average MBR percentages of confined space to open are 63.97%, 74.52%, and 75.18% respectively, which means he average MBR percentage of confined space to open increases as the pool size increases.
